5,184 (5,056) Spliced Surprise Major (6 methods)
Donald F Morrison (no. 6702)

23456 B M W H
35264 - NP.YC
63254 - NPSC.R
52436 - - R.S.R
42635 - R.SSNS
56234 - - YNP.Y(CPC).
43265 - - [-] R.Y.R.
Repeat five times, omitting [-]
from alternate parts.

Contains 1,152 Rutland, 960 Superlative and 768 each Cambridge,
Lincolnshire (N), Pudsey and Yorkshire, with 143 changes of method, all 24
each 56s and 65s, 15 each 5678s off the front, 6578s off the front, 8765s off
the front and 8756s off the front, queens, tittums and back rounds.
May be reduced to 5,056 by replacing the three parenthesized leads by a lead
of Rutland in any two parts.
Rung at Brompton, Yorkshire (St Thomas) on 8 March 2014, conducted by
David G Hull.
Rung on handbells at Tilehurst on 19 May 2014, conducted by Graham A C
John.

http://www.ringing.org/composition/?id=12826